Good day all. Let me begin by stating something very obvious to us all ~ the condition of this world that we live, is a very dark and negative world energetically, from a collective conscious point of view ~ for we as humans, as individual beings, are all cells in the single organism of this earth with all its occupants ~ and what affects one affects all; and what affects all, affects each one individually. You may not think that wars waging in the different parts of the world impact you personally, whether they be wars between countries, civil wars, political wars, global wars such as pesticides and climate change, and ego wars between those governed by their egos, however the collective energy of this darkness, of this warfare, is like a black cloud that disseminates throughout the whole organism, to each individual cell of the body of citizens on earth. And unless we protect our self each day and employ tools to neutralize that negativity we are exposed to ~ for our individual consciousness is a recipient of the collective consciousness ~ then over time we will find our self becoming more weighted down by that negative energy that builds up within our causal (energetic) body. A prayer to God each day to neutralize that negative energy in your causal (energetic) body is just that, a prayer ~ and God will respond and begin the activation of neutralizing that negative energy if you earnestly, and with faith, call upon God’s help. Simply place your left hand on your heart and your right hand over hand, and, using your own words, ask God to neutralize that negative energy in your soul. The words are not important, it is the intent, and God will respond, “for ask and you shall receive”. I once had an addiction of some great weight that I carried for many years, and upon reflection I can see that this individual addiction was merely my exposure to the global addictive consciousness. With this method above, guided by God, I implored God to remove the “spirit of addiction” and the demonic energy related to the specific addiction and to replace it with His love and light in Jesus’ name. I did this every day, with hands on heart, for 30 minutes for 6 months, and then I began to become unbound by the energy of the addiction. Over time the addiction vanished, and not only the specific addiction, but many other lesser addictions were weakened or vanished altogether. This is not a message about addiction my beloveds, but a message of empowerment ~ how you, as a cell in the global organism of this earth, as a cell in the Body of God, in the Body of Christ, can call upon the full power and might of God, of Christ, to heal yourself of negative energy. Try it and see, for you have nothing to lose but the negative energy trapped within your soul that is seeking to find a way out. And if it is not neutralized, it will express itself through your body, mind, and spirit. Take a moment to consider, that with every thought, with every word, with every action you add to the collective consciousness of the organism of the citizens of the earth. You may not think your prayers for the world, for a dictator, for the world’s population matter, but they do matter, and they add to the collective consciousness that determines the outcome of this world. You may not think your
prayers for yourself to neutralize the build-up of negative energy as a part of that
global organism matter, but they *do* matter, not only for yourself, but for the whole
organism too. For what you do unto one, you do unto all. And what affects the one,
affects the whole. Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.